
the hike* (and other set-pieces?) has to be told at times from viewpoint of 
a specific character? 



The Great World: p. 183, handling time in a skip sequence: scene of characters 
meeting, then together intimately as they -will be from then on, then scene &£ 
showing how intimacy developed* 



technique to maintain: 

italics of Lexa *s comments 

parenthesis expounding on Mitch’s estimation of things 



Isak Dinesen: The Life of a Storyteller, by Judith Thurman 

pp. 199-200: If these early fragments give a clear sense of Isak Dinesen* s 
subjects and direction as a writer, they are really imsuggestive about the quality 

of her finished work* They are small swatches of light, color, and texture, and 
it is not possible to imagine with what skill they will be cut or how finely 
finished. Walter Benjamin offers, in "The Storyteller," a way to understand what 

element is missing from them. "A man's knowledge or wisdom," he writes, "but 

above all his real life—and this is the stuff that stories are made of—first 

assumes transmissible form at the moment of his death. • .This authority is the 

very source of the story....The storyteller has borrowed his authority from death." 



11 All these people whose destiny is mass-produced are haunted by dreams of escape.u 

—Simone de Beauvoir in America Day by ^ay, quoted by Douglas Brinkley in NYTBR, 

Aug. 11, f96 

(Brinkley article in Keeping the Days main file) 



from This House of sky notes abt writing: 

making prose imitate state of mind it describes 

need for visual exactness 

using all the senses 

unexpected details 

families of contexts 

make ^rds call up a picture 



use initial "caps for flashback sections, beginning with Lexa competing at Cheyenne? 

(Wouldn*t have to resort to italics a la Bucking, ±k if caps are enough signal of 

change of timeframe*) 



from Eng 6rk file 

'Vhen in doubt, exercise my strength: mimickry 



checking 

—ms style against Book World reviews by Alan %an and Jonathan Penner, in Writing abt 
Writing file 



from Eng Crk file 

KO-M 

—-make one McCaskill left-handed? or maybe Ray Heaney? 
A 

—if so, eating scene of elbow problems. 



FROM Eng Crk file 

one-word communications between Jick and Ray? (or at least a word or twoO 

Pete and Marie? 

or members of the haying crew? 



from Eng Crk file 

otvl J *k<rct c*| dL^^ujL Ufu**v 

(Jj^fc.^ ^****1^ «Au/\U^ WyJU^, 

- A»/MI/M ^ UJfc^k ^ t tM- lisHo S*V. 



from Eng Crk file 

21 May, *8l: the intricacy of working on 30 many separate scenes in Sea Runner 
makes me think that I truly ought to avoid that woe in Last Roof; should keep 
the narrative in long jouncing style, like Sky*s# It probably fits my style 
better, the ability to make transitions within a section, and this burden of 
having to mint so many separate, free-standing chunks is terrific# 

5 June: by the 
long sections, 

above, I mean I likely ought to undertake Last Roof in 6-8 
let them shape themselves, before getting any fancier with it* 



from Mariah file 

review my under linings in Ronald Blythe’s CHARACTERS AND THEIR LANDSCAPES. 

Note p. U8 of "The Writer as Listener”• What I may be doing in this trilogy 
is trying to make idnanhoBta each book itself a dialogue; make the voice of the 
book not dialect, but dialogue. 

—The voice of my characters is a dialogue with the language itself; ifetagobe their 
way of asking, "why don't we say it this way?" 



The Transit of Venus, by Shirley Hazzard 

—plot resolution is tipped in—hints dropped, really—very early on: 
p. 12, "In fact Edmund Tice would take his own life before attaining the peak of 

his achievement. But that would occur in a northern city, and not for many years, 
p. 296, Carol visiting her eye doctors "Three months later he was to die in a 

plane crash on his way to an ophthalmologists1 congress at Rome," On next to last 
page, she recognizes him boarding the same plane as she is, 

—•Also a book of unabashed coincidences, people meeting in public places after not 
seeing one another for years, 

—Style: densely written, moral implications in sentence after sentence. 



Broken April, by Ismail Kadare: 

—unhurried passages about the Kanun (the code regulating blood feuds etc,), 
the bessa (truce), etc,5 the language and intrinsically interesting details carry 
these sections, 

—similarly, ch, U, on the steward of tbs blood, is expository (while implying 
change, "modernization”); the steward is only glimpsed anywhere else in the book, 

—p, 865 a junp-cut forward, with Diana suddenly in bed in the kulla they’d just 
reached in the previous graf, then florist looping backward as she sleeplessly 
re-runs the evening’s conversation, 

p, 113s "Diana was still looking at the landscape. There was something about the 
scene that disturbed one’s attention, that emptied one’s mind—by diluting one's 
thoughts, as it seemed," 

II4.7—Fallow fields "bore witness to the power of the Kanun, Whole clans allowed 
their fields to go uncMtivated and themselves to suffer hunger so that the Hood 
might be redeemed,.," 

over 



161: "The movement of time seemed very strange to him# Up to a certain hour, the day 
seemed endless to him, then, suddenly, like a drop of water that after having trembled 
a moment on the flower of a peach tree, falls suddenly, the day would shatter and die*" 

163: wonderful language: "In the night (that fragments of sleep tried to fill in 
disorder, as a few stars try to people a dark autumn sky), that look was the only thing 
that his sleep did not blot out# It remained there, at his very center, a lost jewel 
in whose making all the light of the world had been consumed." 

163—"butterfly-carriage," and a few lines later, "butterfly-coffin" 

re-read the entire book, underlining, to gather the sense of fatalism and this-is-the 
way-it-is# What is comparable in the American West? 



Long shot: 

Close up: 

(or use them in reverse order) 



_ ^ C^«Aiu t^G^txL 

p* /^- * - Ji f* dJt/ Couwvx ''fa^*4&'fcA. ULAJU*.' H * J 

* USVJttLh — - AXJAA I ©v\ -*v*5* ^ ^ (^era^ts 
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10 June *82: Each book has some great technical challenge which the solving 
of enriches the work. In Sky, it was to maintain a poetic flavor thruout 
the book; W Bros, to work with patterns and make the work mimic its source, be 
diary-of-a-diary; Runners, to do a big story scene by scene. In Ehg Crk, it's 
going to be forming a completeness, a textured whole, of the details. $o make 
a forest of the trees. 



Does Balzac recommend : give a character 3 quick idntifying details? 



Think visually* 



Each book of mine should have its own extravagance; a vitality, a flavor 



rhythm & structure of Gordimer sentence in Jump (NYT clip 10/U/91 in Writers file) 

"Familiar to me, can't say I don’t know it, can't say it doesn't recognize me." 

(adapt into funeral-cost dispute w/ Wally?) 



description & rhythm: Pat Barker, Regeneration, p. 175 

Nest morning the weather had changed. At dawn there was a strip of clear blue 
on the horizon, fading to yellow, but the sky darkened rapidly, until, by mid- 
morning, the clouds humped, liver-colored, and the sea was dark as iron. The 
wind had risen during the night, sweeping away the last remnants of mist. At 
first it came in little gusts, lifting the thin carpet in the hall, swirling 
dust in corners, then in blasts that made waves on the surface of the estuary, 
rocking the yachts until the rattle of their rigging became a frenzy, while on 
the beach great waves swelled like the muscles of an enormous animal, rising to 
crests that hung and seethed along their full length, before toppling over in 
thunder and bursts of spray. 



from a Sky draft sheet, on techniques: 

Consider: 

making prose imitate state of mind it describes 

need for visual exactness 

using all the senses 

unexpected details 

families of contexts 

make words call up a picture 



10 May *89* the economy of scenes in the movie ChocoJLat; try for similar quick 

telling glimpses—in Just a sentence or so, Mariah doing something with her 

camera, Riley at his writing (fiddling with his pen, for ex), Leona in seme 

characteristic unconscious habit* 



use present tense for J4e$r*S flashbacks? 

advantages wd add intensity- 

disadvantage: possibly confusing to the reader 



technique 

Mariah, p. lU6s••♦several—several—grizzlies 



wrr, Dec. 1b, «97, p. B8: 

"•••the writer Margeurite loung on why * Answered Prayers* failed.... 
*Ap epic has to have a vast undertow of music and momentum and ideology.,M 



techniques slow down and emphasize by near repetitions 

I didn't know there would be so many planes# I was astonished at the number of 

planes. (DeLillo, U’world, p. 83) 

—use variation w/ mountains ? 

— or w/ Mariah, something from her Fuji year? (funeral pyre on Ganges?) 


